Breast cancer cell nuclei classification in histopathology images using deep neural networks.
Cell nuclei classification in breast cancer histopathology images plays an important role in effective diagnose since breast cancer can often be characterized by its expression in cell nuclei. However, due to the small and variant sizes of cell nuclei, and heavy noise in histopathology images, traditional machine learning methods cannot achieve desirable recognition accuracy. To address this challenge, this paper aims to present a novel deep neural network which performs representation learning and cell nuclei recognition in an end-to-end manner. The proposed model hierarchically maps raw medical images into a latent space in which robustness is achieved by employing a stacked denoising autoencoder. A supervised classifier is further developed to improve the discrimination of the model by maximizing inter-subject separability in the latent space. The proposed method involves a cascade model which jointly learns a set of nonlinear mappings and a classifier from the given raw medical images. Such an on-the-shelf learning strategy makes obtaining discriminative features possible, thus leading to better recognition performance. Extensive experiments with benign and malignant breast cancer datasets are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Better performance was obtained when compared with other feature extraction methods, and higher recognition rate was achieved when compared with other seven classification methods. We propose an end-to-end DNN model for cell nuclei and non-nuclei classification of histopathology images. It demonstrates that the proposed method can achieve promising performance in cell nuclei classification, and the proposed method is suitable for the cell nuclei classification task.